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Introduction
Topographyis defined in the dictionaries as "the science of drawing on maps and
charts or otherwise representing the features of a region" or,in a broader sense the
"study or description of a region system or entity,showing specific relations of
component parts as to shape,size,position,etc."
Scientopographyis defined here as the topography of scientometricfeatures (i.e.,
publication and citation based indicators)of geographical or geopoliticalregions.Examples
of scientopographicalrepresentationsinclude,among others,propoflionalmaps,proximity
diagrams and relational charts.
The topographical approach seems to be particularly suitable to define and redefine
such conceptsas center,periphery,metropolis,etc.Topographicrelationsare not merely
formally defined but,by their very nature,visually represented,thereby they may have
a very strong heurisitic power.
Exactly constructed maps are justlythought to reflectthe objective facts and nothing
but the objective facts.The question,however,arises which version of the facts is to
be considered (I). Maps are overly sensitiveto the point of view both in the literal and
the figurative sense of the word. By taking a plain photographic view of Europe from
200 km above France and Hungary,w e shall have an idea what differencesa relatively
small deviation in the viewpoint can make.What appears to be central and fundamental in one picture turns to be peripheral and insignificantin the other.This kind of relativity is a featurethat must always be taken into accountwhile considering and evaluating topographical information.
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Maps as presentation tools of statisticaldata
Maps are considered nowadaysthe most effectivetechniquefor portraying spatial
relationshipsamong statisticaldata (2,3).Yet,it was not until the 17th centurythatthe
combination of cartographicand statisticalskills came togetherto construct the first
data maps (usuallyreferred to in cartography as thematic maps)(4).One of these first
data maps was Edmund Halley's chart showingtradewinds and monsoons on a world
map (5).
The most widespread techniquesof thematic cartography are choroplet maps,where
differentareas on the map areshaded differentlyaccordingto the value of certainstatistical variables,and combined maps,where certain well-knownstatisticalchart forms
(spot,bar,pie,etc.)are simply superimposed on a geographic map.A combination of
both methods is demonstrated in Figure 1. Here shading denotes whether the given
country belongs to the European Community;the number of German Co-authored
papers are shown by a bar diagram.
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Figure 1. ûeogmphicaldishibution of highly cited papers among German-European cooperations (6)

Proportional maps
In proporfionalmaps,the relative position of the entities concerned (viz.,countries)
is more or less "natural",while their size (area)is proportional to certain scientometric
extension (publicationoutput,citation rate,etc.)(7).Thereby,the relativeweights of the
countries are easily visualized and, assuming an implicit knowledge of the "natural"
proportions, significant deviations can readily be pinpointed.By complementing the
proportional maps with proper shading or colouring (orboth),multidimensional representation of scientometricindicators becomes possible (8).
A collectionof non-scientometric(mainlysocio-economic)proportional maps can be
found in Ref.(9).Its only science related map is Map 20 on Science Power:its schematic version is shown in Figure 2.
Changes over about a decade can be followed by comparing Figure 2 with similar
maps compiled for the period 1981-85(Figure3 ad 171).
Although there are some changes in the detailsworth noting (forinstancethe appearance of P.R. China on the map),the basic proportions seem to be unaltered.This stability suggestsa certain kind of objectivityof the map.It should,however,also be remembered that both of these maps are viewed from the same specified point of view:that
of the Philadelphia based Science Citation Indexdatabase,even if the technique of data
processing was somewhat different in both cases.A very intriguing question is how
such maps taken from various angles would compare.The primary step would be to
compile suitable databases representing alternative (preferably "non-metropolitan")
viewpoints.This direction seems to be a worthwhile topic for future studies.
Proximity diagrams
Proximitydiagramsrequire the definitionof a suitableproximity (similarity)measure.
Typical examples are the various co-occurrence(co-authorship,co-citation,co-word,
etc.)maps,where the entities considered are placed the closer to each other on the
map the greater the similarity between them.For obtaining an exact map (withexactly
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Figure 3. PropM.tional maps of the World (a),Africa &Near East (b),Far East IC),
and lalin America (4based on publication aaiVity and rekiiive ciwiOn rates,1981-85

determined positions on the plane or space),the existence of a proper distance function (fulfillingreflexivity,symmetry and the triangle inequality)is needed,which is rarely
the case.More frequently,the positions are only partially determined by the chosen
"metric",and the final pattern may contain arbitrary elements (e.g.,the original geographic order can partially be retained).
The map shown in Figure 4 is a more detailed version of that published in (Io).
Co-authorship links between countries are defined by Salton's measure:
r(i,k)= n(i,kl/sqr(n(i)n(k)),
where n(i) denotes the total number of publicationsof the i-th country,n(i,k)denotes
the number of publications Co-authoredby scientistsfrom the i-th and the k-thcountry.
All links greater than 0.5% are indicated on the map.
Hardly anywhereelse than on this map can one see so strikingly the formation of a
real Megapolis of the eight leading Western countries(USA,UK,Italy,France,Germany,
Switzerland,the Netherlands and Belgium) as well as the relation of the rest of the
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Figure 4.World map of intemational coopemtive links in the Xiences, 1983-1985
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Figure 5. Rdaiional chart oí observed (verticalaxis)against expeded (horizontalaxis)citaiion rab.
Soum and citation periods: 1980-89.
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world to this metropolis and to each other.Beside a number of more or less obvious
facts (e.g.,
cluster formation on purely geographical grounds - but why in one case and
why not in other? -, the links of the former colonies to the mother countries,etc.)light
is shed also on some more delicate relations (howeverevident it seems,the situation
of the East European bloc - w e are in the mid-I980s!- is worth a closer look).
A question of special interest would be to follow the time trends of cooperation
maps,with particular attention to the changes in the turn of the decadefrom the 1980s
to the 1990s.
Relational charts
Relationalcharts have been introduced to correlate expected and observed citation

rates (12).Expected citation rates are those calculated on the basis of the average citation rates of journals (kind of "impactfactors"),observed citation rates are those actually
received.Position of a country on this kind of charts reflects simultaneously its publication strategy or ambition,as well as its relativesuccess or failurein meeting the envisaged standards.
A typical relational chart can be seen in Figure 6.
A large collection of such relational charts concerning various fields and subfields
of science for the period 1981-85can be found in Ref.(13).
The diagonal of the chart separates lower-than-expectedfrom higher-than-expected
citation rates.The vertical line separates lower-than-world-average
from higher-thanworld-averageexpected citation rates.The horizontal position on the chart thus signifies
the publication strategy or,if you like,the ambitions of a country;the vertical position
measures the fulfillmentof the expectation,i.e.the extent of the actual success.The
four zones delimited by the straight lines are usually occupied by similar groups of
countries,largely independently of the time periods considered or even of the subject
fields under study.The most prestigious North-Eastzone (publicationin highly cited
journals and reaching an even higher citation rate) is typically populated by several
Megapolis countries plus maybe some from the Scandinavian region.A position in the
South-Eastzone is characteristicof countrieswith ambitious,"citationconscious"publication strategy but also with a lack of matching influence.The most typical member of
this area is Israel,occasionallyaccompanied by countries from any of the four groups
denoted by O to 3.The South-Westzone is always the most crowded as another consequence of the well-known"skew distribution" laws of scientometrics.In accordance
with the definite and characteristic upward bending shape of the graph,its lowest end
closely approaches the diagonal,and this is the home of what used to be the Soviet
Union and several of its close associates.This position simply means that these countries published almost exclusively in their own low-impactjournals,where they autcmatically reached the standards set by themselves.
Most conspicuously,the North-Westzone is,as a rule,empty.This is a spectacular
refutation of the often stressed belief that the cheapest way of reaching higher-thanexpected citation rates is to publish only in low-impactjournals,where even a few
citations might count "higher than expected".In fact it might work in one or two
individualcases,but as a strategy,it is perfectly wrong.In the long run,even in mediocre

journals,significantly more citations are attracted by authors,institutes,etc.earning
credit by regularly publishing in leading,prestigious journals than by those using the
mediocre ones exclusively.
Conclusions
Scientopography does not mean a brand new approach to problems of science
studies.However,by combining the well-establishedtechniques of scientometricsand
topography,it appears to provide rather suitable tools in representing and analysing
quantitative data relating to the scientific activity,performance and impactof countries,
regions,etc.Particularly,it may help to define and characterize the relation of metropolitan and provincial areas in the world of science.
The few examples given in this presentation taught,among others,that:
1) In spite of itsapparent objectivity,topography (whethertraditional or "sciento-")can
never be free of distorting factors originating from the choice of the point of view
and/orthe mapping technique.
2) Proximity in science can be explained only partially by factors external to science.
In science,being an elitist endeavour by itsvery nature,strong links between countries can be set by a few active individuals (inextreme cases,even by just one).
3) In the dimensions of ambition and success,countries have almost as characteristic
and stable positions as if their longitudes and latitudes were concerned.The standards are set by a chosen (or,rather,naturally selected)few;no other strategy than
complete assimilationseemsto hold out any promises (thepredominance of English
language is but a superficial phenomenon).
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